SEES DEATH OF DIVINE RIGHT OF SEX FETISH

Dr. Anna Shaw Predicts That Will Be One Outcome of Great War.

WOMEN WOULD FIGHT

Asserts They Will Not Be Peaceful When It Comes to Asserting Rights.

That other fetishes besides the "divine right of kings" were dying in Europe as the result of the great war, and one of these was the divine right of sex, was the inspiring promise in the talk by Dr. Anna Howard Shaw, honorary president of the National American Woman's Suffrage Association, and one of the best loved and foremost women in America, delivered Thursday evening at Beethoven Hall. One of the largest crowds ever assembled in San Antonio to hear a speaker crowded the hall and followed the speaker with attention and sympathetic accord.

Dr. Shaw is conceded to be one of the most eloquent and interesting and compelling of public speakers in the country. Swaying the emotions of her hearers from sorrow to laughter, still maintaining a groundwork of the hardest and most practical common sense and shot through